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UNDERSTANDING METHODS OF INTERIOR DESIGN THROUGH PROJECTS IN ATIRUPA DESIGN

For 3 months of internship in ATIRUPAD Design, intern was assigned as architect interior in accordance with intern's skills. During internship, intern was assigned to design some interior projects that are handled directly by work supervisor and also principal architect of ATIRUPA Design. Through Interior projects that ATIRUPA Design has accepted, intern had a chance to understand and implement design interior methods that intern used to learn in class. Furthermore, intern was also given a chance to get to know about general knowledge which intern have never learned before such as measuring room and how to behave while meeting client. After that, intern also did other works like arranging photos in Microsoft Excel and Installing design in one event.

During internship, intern had many revision processes either from client or from principal of ATIRUPA Design. Those processes made intern realize about mistakes that intern did so that intern need to be more careful in every details. This also made intern more prepared and trained when facing the professional industry after graduate.
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